Delusions of grandeur hide reality from proud Texans

I have lived in Texas full time for almost 30 years. For the past 16 years I have written regular opinion pieces in the Austin American-Statesman. In my first piece and almost 300 others, first, even distinguished faculty and administrators do not feel free to speak their minds publicly when they disagree with the regents, chancellor, president and deans above them. Second, my own public views and reasoning have the same effect as the remarks of the proverbial gnat upon the elephant. Third, many Texans believe in their own positive illusions about the greatness of their state, its institutions and the Texas way of life. Fourth, the University of Texas at Austin now is what Cunningham set it to be-

In late 1999, Bill Cunningham, then chancellor of the University of Texas System, put forward a plan to mold the UT-Austin to become in the new millennium, essentially a corporation-like economic engine for the state.
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